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A method to improve Standard PSOTehnial report. DRAFT MC2009-03-13 Maurie ClerAbstratIn this report, I present my personal method to design a more aurate version of PSO, assuming we know what kind ofproblems we will have to solve. To illustrate the method, I onsider a lass of problems that are moderately multimodaland not of very high dimensionality (typially smaller than 30). The starting version is Standard PSO 2007 (SPSO 07).I use a modi�ed veloity update equation is used, spei� to the onsidered lass of problems. Then, in order to improvethe robustness of the algorithm, more general modi�ations are added (in partiular, better initialisations, and the useof two kind of partiles). On the whole, the resulting algorithm is indeed an improvement of SPSO 07, though theimprovement is not always very impressive. In passing, I give a preise de�nition of �better than�, and explain why thelassial �mean best� performane riterion may easily be ompletely meaningless.1 Why this paper?A question I often fae is this: �You are always referring to Standard PSO 2007 (SPSO 07, [1℄). Isn't it possibleto design a better version?�. The answer is of ourse �yes�. It is even written in the soure ode available online: �This PSO version does not intend to be the best one on the market�On the one hand, it is indeed not very di�ult to write a better PSO. On the other hand, as a reviewer I read alot of papers in whih the authors laim they have sueeded in doing that, though it is not really true., mainlyfor two reasons:
• they start from a bad version of PSO (usually a �global best� one). Although they may really improve it,the resulting algorithm is still not as good as SPSO 07.
• or they start from a reasonably good version (or even from SPSO 07 itself), but they update it havingapparently no lear idea of what the modi�ation is for. A typial example is the usual laim �we want toimprove the exploitation/exploration balane� without giving any rigorous de�nition of what this balaneis. As a result, the modi�ed algorithm may or may not be better, more or less in a random way, and wedo no event know why.Also, of ourse, there is the well known problem of omparison of two algorithms. Often, we �nd something like�our new algorithm B is therefore better than algorithm A� ... without any lear de�nition of �better than�. Letus �rst say a few words about this point.2 My algorithm is better than yoursWhat does suh a laim mean? First, suh a laim is valid only if we agree on a ommon benhmark. Let us say,for example, we onsider a subset of the CEC 2005 benhmark [2℄. Then, we have to agree on a given riterion.For example for eah funtion, the riterion may be Cr = �suess rate over N runs, for a given auray ε,after at most F �tness evaluations for eah run, or, in ase of a tile, mean of the best results�. Note that theriterion may be a probabilisti one (for example Cr′= �the probability that A is better than B on this problem1



3 STEP 1: A SMALL �REPRESENTATIVE� BENCHMARKaording to the riterion Cr is greater than 0.5�). What is important is to learly de�ne the meaning of �Ais better than B on one problem�. A lot of researhers indeed use suh an approah, and then perform niestatistial analyses (null hypothesis, p-test, and so on), in order to deide �in probability� whether an algorithmA is better than an algorithm B, on the whole benhmark.However, in the proess, they miss a simple and frustrating fat: there is no omplete order in RD, forall D > 1. Why is that important? It may be useful to express it more formally. Let us say the benhmarkontains P problems. We build two omparison vetors. First CA,B = (cA,B,1, . . . , cA,B,P )with cA,B,i = 1 if
A is better than B on problem i (aording to the unique riterion de�ned), cA,B,i = 0 otherwise. Seond
CB,A = (cB,A,1, . . . , cB,A,P ) with cB,A,i = 1 if B is better than A on the problem i, and cB,A,i = 0 otherwise.We have to ompare the two numerial vetors CA,B and CB,A. Now, preisely beause there is no ompleteorder in RD, we an say that A is better than B if and only if for any i we have cA,B,i ≥ cB,A,i for all i, and ifthere exists j so that cA,B,j > cB,A,j .This is similar to the de�nition of the lassial Pareto dominane. As we have P values of one riterion,the proess of omparing A and B an be seen as a multiriterion (or multiobjetive) problem. It implies thatmost of the time no omparison is possible, exept by using an aggregation method. For example, here, weould ount the number of 1s in eah vetor, and say that the one with the larger sum �wins�. But the pointis that any aggregation method is arbitrary, i.e. for eah method there is another one that leads to a di�erentonlusion1.Let us onsider an example:

• the benhmark ontains 5 unimodal funtions f1 to f5, and 5 multimodal ones f6 to f10

• the algorithm A is extremely good on unimodal funtions (very easy, say for a gradient method)
• the algorithm B is quite good for multimodal funtions, but not for unimodal ones.You �nd cA,B,i = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and also for 6 (just beause, for example, the attration basin of theglobal optimum is very large, ompared to the ones of the loal optima), and cB,A,i = 1 for i = 7, 8, 9, 10. Yousay then "A is better than B". An user trusts you, and hooses A for his problems. And as most of interestingreal problems are multimodal, he will be very disappointed.So, we have to be both more modest and more rigorous. That is why the �rst step in our method of designingan �improved PSO� is the hoie of a small benhmark. But we will say that A is better than B only if it istrue for all the problems of this benhmark.3 Step 1: a small �representative� benhmarkThis is the most spei� part of the method, for it is depends on the kind or problems we do want to solve laterwith our �improved PSO�. Let us onsider the following lass of problems:
• moderately multimodal, or even unimodal (but of ourse we are not supposed to know it in advane)
• not of too high dimensionality (say no more than 30)For this lass, to whih a lot of real problems belong, I have found that a good small benhmark may be thefollowing one (see the table 1):
• CEC 2005 Sphere (unimodal)
• CEC 2005 Rosenbrok (one global optimum, at least one loal optimum as soon as the dimension is greaterthan 3)
• Tripod (two loal optima, one global optimum, very deeptive [3℄)These three funtions are supposed to be �representative� of our lass of problem. If we have an algorithm thatis good on them, then it is very probably also good for a lot of other problems of the same lass. Our aim isthen to design a PSO variant that is better than SPSO 07 for these three funtions. Our hope is that this PSOvariant will indeed be also better than SPSO 07 on more problems of the same kind. And if it is true even forsome highly multimodal problems, and/or for higher dimensionality, well, we an onsider that as a nie bonus!1 For example, it is possible to assign a "weight" to eah problem (whih represents how "important" is this kind of problem forthe user) and to linearly ombine the cA,B,i and cB,A,i. But if, for a set of (non idential) weights, A is better than B, then italways exists another one for whih B is better than A. 2



5 STEP 3: SELECTING THE RIGHT OPTIONSTab. 1: The benhmark. More details are given in 9.1Searh Required Maximum numberspae auray of �tness evaluationsCEC 2005 Sphere [−100, 100]30 0.000001 15000CEC 2005 Rosenbrok [−100, 100]
10 0.01 50000Tripod [−100, 100]2 0.0001 100004 Step 2: a highly �exible PSOMy main tool is a PSO version (C ode), whih is based on SPSO 07. However I have added a lot of options, inorder to have a very �exible researh algorithm. Atually, I often modify it, but you always an �nd the latestversion (named Balaned PSO) on my tehnial site [4℄. When I used it for this paper, the main options were:

• two kind of randomness (KISS [5℄, and the standard randomness provided in LINUX C ompiler). Inwhat follows, I always use KISS, so that the results an be more reproduible
• seven initialisation methods for the positions (in partiular a variant of the Hammersley's one [6℄)
• six initialisation methods for the veloities (zero, ompletely random, random �around� a position, et.)
• two lamping options for the position (atually, just �lamping like in SPSO 07�, or �no lamping and noevaluation�)
• possibility to de�ne a searh spae greater than the feasible spae. Of ourse, if a partile �ies outside thefeasible spae, its �tness is not evaluated
• six loal searh options (no loal searh as in SPSO 07, uniform in the best loal area, et.). Note that itimplies a rigorous de�nition of what a �loal area� is. See [7℄
• two options for the loop over partiles (sequential or at random)
• six strategiesThe strategies are related to the lassial veloity update formula

v (t + 1) = wv (t) + R (c1) (p (t) − x (t)) + R (c2) (g (t) − x (t)) (1)One an use di�erent oe�ients w, and di�erent random distributions R. The most interesting point isthat di�erent partiles may have di�erent strategies.In the C soure ode, eah option has an identi�er to easily desribe the options used. For example, PSOP1 V2 means: SPSO 07, in whih the initialisation of the positions is done by method 1, and the initialisationof the veloities by the method 2. Please refer to the on line ode for more details. In our ase, we will now seenow how an interesting PSO variant an be designed by using just three options.5 Step 3: seleting the right optionsFirst of all, we simulate SPSO 07, by setting the parameters and options to the orresponding ones. The resultsover 500 runs are given in the table 2. In passing, it is worth noting that the usual pratie of launhing only25 or even 100 runs is not enough, for really bad runs may our quite rarely. This is obvious for Rosenbrok,as we an see from the table 3. Any onlusion that is drawn after just 100 runs is risky, partiularly if youonsider the mean best value. The suess rate is more stable. More details about this partiular funtion aregiven in 9.5. 3



5.1 Applying a spei� improvement method 5 STEP 3: SELECTING THE RIGHT OPTIONSTab. 2: Standard PSO 2007. Results over 500 runsSuess rate Mean bestCEC 2005 Sphere 84.8% 10−6CEC 2005 Rosenbrok 15% 12.36Tripod 46% 0.65Tab. 3: For Rosenbrok, the mean best value is highly depending on the number of runs (50000 �tness evaluationsfor eah run). The suess rate is more stableRuns Suess rate Mean best value100 16% 10.12500 15% 12.361000 14,7% 15579.32000 14% 50885.185.1 Applying a spei� improvement methodWhen we onsider the surfaes of the attration basins, the result for Tripod is not satisfying (the suess rateshould be greater then 50%). What options/parameters ould we modify in order to improve the algorithm?Let us all the three attration basins as B1, B2, and B3 . The problem is deeptive beause two of them, say
B2and B3, lead to only loal optima. If, for a position x in B1 (i.e. in the basin of the global optimum) theneighbourhood best g is either in B2or in B3, then, aording to the equation 1, even if the distane between
x and g is high, the position x may be easily modi�ed suh that it is not in B1any more. This is beause inSPSO 07 the term R (c2) (g (t) − x (t))is simply U (0, c2) (g (t) − x (t)), where U is the uniform distribution.However, we are interested on funtions with a small number of loal optima, and therefore we may supposethat the distane between two optima is usually not very small. So, in order to avoid the above behaviour, weuse the idea is that the further an informer is, the smaller is its in�uene( this an be seen as a kind of nihing).We may then try a R (c2) that is in fat a R (c2, |g − x|), and dereasing with |g − x|. The optional formula Iuse to do that in my ��exible� PSO is

R (c2, |g − x|) = U (0, c2)

(

1 − |g − x|
xmax − xmin

)λ (2)Experiments suggest that λ should not be too high, beause in that ase, although the algorithm beomesalmost perfet for Tripod, the result for Sphere beomes quite bad. In pratie, λ = 2 seems to be a goodompromise. With this value the result for Sphere is also improved as we an see from the table 4. Aordingto our nomenlature, this PSO is alled PSO R2. The result for Rosenbrok may be now slightly worse, butwe have seen that we do not need to worry too muh about the mean best, if the suess rate seems orret.Anyway, we may now also apply some �general� improvement options.Tab. 4: Results with PSO R2 (�distane dereasing� distribution, aording to the equation 2Suess rate Mean bestCEC 2005 Sphere 98.6% 0.14 × 10−6CEC 2005 Rosenbrok 13.4% 10.48Tripod 47.6% 0.2254



6 NOW, LET'S TRY 5.2 Applying some general improvement options (initialisations)5.2 Applying some general improvement options (initialisations)The above option was spei�ally hosen in order to improve what seemed to be the worst result, i.e. the one forthe Tripod funtion. Now, we an trigger some other options that are often bene�ial, at least for moderatelymultimodal problems:
• modi�ed Hammersley method for the initialisation of the positions x

• One-rand method for the initialisation of the veloity of the partile whose initial position is x, i.e.
v = U (xmin, xmax) − x. Note that in SPSO 07, the method is the �Half-di�� one, i.e.

v = 0.5 (U (xmin, xmax) − U (xmin, xmax))This modi�ed algorithm is PSO R2 P2 V1. The results are given in the table 5, and are learly better than theones of SPSO 07. They are still not ompletely satisfying (f. Rosenbrok), though. So, we an try yet anotheroption, whih an be alled �bi-strategy�.Tab. 5: Results when applying also di�erent initialisations, for positions and veloities (PSO R2 P2 V1)Suess rate Mean bestCEC 2005 Sphere 98.2% 0.15 × 10−6CEC 2005 Rosenbrok 18.6% 31132.29Tripod 63.8% 0.2595.3 Bi-strategyThe basi idea is very simple: we use two kinds of partiles. In pratie, during the initialisation phase, weassign one of two possible behaviours, with a probability equal to 0.5. These two behaviours are simply:
• the one of SPSO 07. In partiular, R (c2) = U (0, c2)

• or the one of PSO R2 (i.e. by using equation 2)The resulting algorithm is PSO R3 P2 V1. As we an see from the table 6, for all the three funtions now weobtain results that are also learly better than the ones of SPSO 07. Suess rates are slightly worse for Sphereand Rosenbrok, slightly better for Tripod, so no lear omparison is possible. However more tests (not detailedhere) show that this variant is more robust, as we an guess by looking at the mean best values, so we keepit. Two questions, though. Is it still valid for di�erent maximum number of �tness evaluations (�searh e�ort�).And is it true for more problems, even if they are not really in the same �lass�, in partiular if they are highlymultimodal? Both answers are a�rmative, as takled in next setions.Tab. 6: Results by adding the bi-strategy option (PSO R3 P2 V1)Suess rate Mean bestCEC 2005 Sphere 96.6% < 10−10CEC 2005 Rosenbrok 18.2% 6.08Tripod 65.4% 0.2866 Now, let's try6.1 Suess rate vs �Searh e�ort�Here, on the same three problems, we simply onsider di�erent maximum numbers of �tness evaluations(FEmax), and we evaluate the suess rate over 500 runs. As we an see from the �gure 1, for any FEmax the5



6.2 Moderately multimodal problems 7 CLAIMS AND SUSPICIONsuess rate of our variant is greater than the one of SPSO 07. SO, we an safely say that it is really better,at least on this small benhmark. Of ourse, it is not always so obvious. Giving a long list of results is outof the sope of this paper, whih is just about a design method, but we an nevertheless have an idea of theperformane on a few more problems.6.2 Moderately multimodal problemsTable 7 and �gure 2 are about moderately multimodal problems. This is a small seletion, to illustrate di�erentases:
• lear improvement, i.e. no matter what the number of �tness evaluations is, but the improvement is small(Shwefel, Pressure Vessel). Atually SPSO 07 is already pretty good on these problems (for example, forPressure Vessel, SOMA needs more than 50000 �tness evaluations to solve it [8℄), so our small modi�ationsan not improve it a lot.
• questionable improvement, i.e. depending on the number of �tness evaluations (Compression spring)
• lear big improvement (Gear train). For this problem, and after 20000 �tness evaluations, not only thesuess rate of PSO R3 P2 V1 is 92.6%, but it �nds the very good solution (19, 16, 43, 49) (or an equivalentpermutation), 85 times over 500 runs. The �tness of this solution is 2.7×10−12(SOMA needs about 200,000evaluations to �nd it).Even when the improvement is not very important, the robustness is inreased. For example, for PressureVessel, with 11000 �tness evaluations, the mean best is 28.23 (standard dev. 133.35) with SPSO 07, as it is18.78 (standard dev. 56.97) with PSO R3 P2 V1.Tab. 7: More moderately multimodal problems. See 9.2 for detailsSearh Requiredspae aurayCEC 2005 Shwefel [−100, 100]

10 0.00001Pressure vessel 4 variables 0.00001(disrete form) objetive 7197.72893Compression spring 3 variables 0.000001objetive 2.625421(granularity 0.001 for x3)Gear train 4 variables 10−96.3 Highly multimodal problemsTable 8 and �gure 3 are for highly multimodal problems. The good news is that our modi�ed PSO is also bettereven for some highly multimodal problems. It is not true all the time (see Griewank or Cellular phone), but itwas not its aim, anyway.7 Claims and suspiionWe have seen that it is possible to improve Standard PSO 2007 by modifying the veloity update equationand the initialisation shemes. However, this improvement is not valid aross all kinds of problems, and notvalid aross all riterions (in partiular, it may be depending on the number of �tness evaluations). Also,the improvement is not always very impressive. Thus, this study inites us to be suspiious when readingan assertion like �My PSO variant is far better than Standard PSO�. Suh a laim has to be very arefullysupported, by a rigorous de�nition of what �better� means, and by signi�ant results on a good �representative�benhmark, on a large range of maximum number of �tness evaluations. Also, we have to be very areful whenusing the mean best riterion for omparison, for it may be meaningless. And, of ourse, the proposed PSOvariant should be ompared to the urrent Standard PSO, and not to an old bad version.6



7 CLAIMS AND SUSPICION

(a) Sphere

(b) Rosenbrok

() TripodFig. 1: Suess probability vs Searh e�ort. For any FEmax the variant is better7



7 CLAIMS AND SUSPICION

(a) Shwefel (b) Pressure vessel

() Compression spring (d) Gear trainFig. 2: On the Shwefel and Pressure vessel problems PSO R3 P2 V1 is slightly better than SPSO 07 for anynumber of �tness evaluations. On the Compression spring problem, it is true only when the number of �tnessevaluations is greater than a given value (about 19000). So, on this problem, either laim �SPSO 07 is better�or �PSO R3 P2 V1 is better� is wrong
8



7 CLAIMS AND SUSPICION

(a) Rastrigin

(b) Griewank

() Akley (d) Cellular phoneFig. 3: Suess probability for some highly multimodal problems. Although designed for moderately multimodalproblems, PSO R3 P2 V1 is even sometimes good for these problems. But not always9



8 HOME WORKTab. 8: Highly multimodal problems. See 9.3 for detailsSearh Requiredspae aurayCEC 2005 Rastrigin [−5, 5]
10 0.01CEC 2005 Griewank [−600, 600]

10 0.01(not rotated)CEC 2005 Akley [−32, 32]
10 0.0001(not rotated)Cellular phone [0, 100]

20
10−8

8 Home work
The spei� improvement modi�ation of SPSO 07 used here was for moderately multimodal problems, in lowdimension. Let us all them M-problems. Now, what ould be an e�etive spei� modi�ation for another lassof problems? Take, for example the lass of highly multimodal problems, but still in low dimension (smallerthan 30). Let us all them H-problems.First, we have to de�ne a small representative benhmark. Hint: inlude Griewank 10D, from the CEC 2005benhmark (no need to use the rotated funtion). Seond, we have to understand in whih way the di�ultyof an H-problem is di�erent from that of an M-problem. Hint: on an H-problem, SPSO 07 is usually less easilytrapped into a loal minimum, just beause the attration basins are small. On the ontrary, if a partile isinside the �good� attration basin (the one of the global optimum), it may even leave it prematurely. And third,we have to �nd what options are needed to ope with the found spei� di�ulty(ies). Hint: just make surethe urrent attration basin is well exploited, a quik loal searh may be useful. A simple way is to de�nea loal area around the best known position, and to sample its middle (PSO L4)2. With just this option, animprovement seems possible, as we an see from �gure 4 for the Griewank funtion. However, it does not workvery well for Rastrigin.All this will probably be the topi of a future paper, but for the moment, you an think at it yourself. Goodluk!

2 Let g = (g1,g2, . . . , gD) be the best known position. On eah dimension i, let pi and p′i are the nearest oordinates ofknown points, "on the left", and "on the right" of gi. The loal area H is the D-retangle (hyperparallelepid) artesian produt
⊗i

[

gi − α (gi − pi) , gi + α
(

p′
i
− gi

)]with, in pratie, α = 1/3. Then its enter is sampled. Usually, it is not g.10



9 APPENDIX

Fig. 4: Griewank, omparison between SPSO 07 and PSO L4. For a highly multimodal problem, a very simpleloal searh may improve the performane.9 Appendix9.1 Formulae for the benhmarkTab. 9: Benhmark detailsFormulaSphere −450 +
30
∑

d=1

(xd − od)
2 The random o�set vetor

O = (o1, · · · , o30)is de�ned by its C ode.This is the solution point.Rosenbrok 390 +

10
∑

d=2

(

100
(

z2
d−1 − zd

)2
+ (zd−1 − 1)

2
) The random o�set vetor

O = (o1, · · · , o10)with zd = xd − od + 1 is de�ned by its C ode.This is the solution pointThere is also a loal minimum on
(o1 − 2, · · · , o30). The �tness value is then394.

Tripod 1−sign(x2)
2 (|x1| + |x2 + 50|)

+ 1+sign(x2)
2

1−sign(x1)
2 (1 + |x1 + 50| + |x2 − 50|)

+ 1+sign(x1)
2 (2 + |x1 − 50|+ |x2 − 50|)with { sign (x) = −1 if x ≤ 0

= 1 else The solution point is (0,−50)11



9.2 Formulae for the other moderately multimodal problems 9 APPENDIXO�set for Sphere/Parabola (C soure ode)stati double o�set_0[30℄ = { -3.9311900e+001, 5.8899900e+001, -4.6322400e+001, -7.4651500e+001, -1.6799700e+001,-8.0544100e+001, -1.0593500e+001, 2.4969400e+001, 8.9838400e+001, 9.1119000e+000, -1.0744300e+001, -2.7855800e+001, -1.2580600e+001, 7.5930000e+000, 7.4812700e+001, 6.8495900e+001, -5.3429300e+001, 7.8854400e+001,-6.8595700e+001, 6.3743200e+001, 3.1347000e+001, -3.7501600e+001, 3.3892900e+001, -8.8804500e+001, -7.8771900e+001, -6.6494400e+001, 4.4197200e+001, 1.8383600e+001, 2.6521200e+001, 8.4472300e+001 };O�set for Rosenbrok (C soure ode)stati double o�set_2[10℄ = { 8.1023200e+001, -4.8395000e+001, 1.9231600e+001, -2.5231000e+000, 7.0433800e+001,4.7177400e+001, -7.8358000e+000, -8.6669300e+001, 5.7853200e+001};9.2 Formulae for the other moderately multimodal problems9.2.1 ShwefelThe funtion to minimise is
f (x) = −450 +

10
∑

d=1

(

d
∑

k=1

xk − ok

)2The searh spae is [−100, 100]
10. The solution point is the o�set O = (o1, . . . , o10), where f = −450.O�set (C soure ode)stati double o�set_4[30℄ ={ 3.5626700e+001, -8.2912300e+001, -1.0642300e+001, -8.3581500e+001, 8.3155200e+001, 4.7048000e+001,-8.9435900e+001, -2.7421900e+001, 7.6144800e+001, -3.9059500e+001};9.2.2 Pressure vesselJust in short. For more details, see[9, 10, 11℄. There are four variables

x1 ∈ [1.125, 12.5] granularity 0.0625
x2 ∈ [0.625, 12.5] granularity 0.0625
x3 ∈ ]0, 240]
x4 ∈ ]0, 240]and three onstraints

g1 := 0.0193x3 − x1 ≤ 0
g2 := 0; 00954x3 − x2 ≤ 0
g3 := 750 × 1728 − πx2

3

(

x4 + 4
3x3

)

≤ 0The funtion to minimise is
f = 0.06224x1x3x4 + 1.7781x2x

2
3 + x2

1 (3.1611x + 19.84x3)The analytial solution is (1.125, 0.625, 58.2901554, 43.6926562)whih gives the �tness value 7,197.72893. Totake the onstraints into aount, a penalty method is used.12



9 APPENDIX 9.3 Formulae for the highly multimodal problems9.2.3 Compression springFor more details, see[9, 10, 11℄. There are three variables
x1 ∈ {1, . . . , 70} granularity 1
x2 ∈ [0.6, 3]
x3 ∈ [0.207, 0.5] granularity 0.001and �ve onstraints

g1 :=
8Cf Fmaxx2

πx3
3

− S ≤ 0

g2 := lf − lmax ≤ 0
g3 := σp − σpm ≤ 0

g4 := σp − Fp

K
≤ 0

g5 := σw − Fmax−Fp

K
≤ 0with

Cf = 1 + 0.75 x3

x2−x3
+ 0.615x3

x2

Fmax = 1000
S = 189000
lf = Fmax

K
+ 1.05 (x1 + 2)x3

lmax = 14

σp =
Fp

K

σpm = 6
Fp = 300

K = 11.5 × 106 x4
3

8x1x3
2

σw = 1.25and the funtion to minimise is
f = π2 x2x

2
3 (x1 + 1)

4The best known solution is (7, 1.386599591, 0.292)whih gives the �tness value 2.6254214578. To take theonstraints into aount, a penalty method is used.9.2.4 Gear trainFor more details, see[9, 11℄. The funtion to minimise is
f (x) =

(

1

6.931
− x1x2

x3x4

)2The searh spae is {12, 13, . . . , 60}4. There are several solutions, depending on the required preision. Forexample f (19, 16, 43, 49) = 2.7 × 10−129.3 Formulae for the highly multimodal problems9.3.1 RastriginThe funtion to minimise is
f = −230 +

10
∑

d=1

(

(xd − od)
2 − 10 cos (2π (xd − od))

)The searh spae is [−5, 5]
10. The solution point is the o�set O = (o1, . . . , o10), where f = −330.13



9.3 Formulae for the highly multimodal problems 9 APPENDIXO�set (C soure ode)stati double o�set_3[30℄ ={ 1.9005000e+000, -1.5644000e+000, -9.7880000e-001, -2.2536000e+000, 2.4990000e+000, -3.2853000e+000,9.7590000e-001, -3.6661000e+000, 9.8500000e-002, -3.2465000e+000};9.3.2 GriewankThe funtion to minimise is
f = −179 +

∑10
d=1 (xd − od)

2

4000
−

10
∏

d=1

cos

(

xd − od√
d

)The searh spae is [−600, 600]
10

.The solution point is the o�set O = (o1, . . . , o10), where f = −180.O�set (C soure ode)stati double o�set_5[30℄ ={ -2.7626840e+002, -1.1911000e+001, -5.7878840e+002, -2.8764860e+002, -8.4385800e+001, -2.2867530e+002,-4.5815160e+002, -2.0221450e+002, -1.0586420e+002, -9.6489800e+001};9.3.3 AkleyThe funtion to minimise is
f = −120 + e + 20e

−0.2

√

1
D

∑

10

d=1
(xd−od)2

− e
1
D

∑

10

d=1
cos(2π(xd−od))The searh spae is [−32, 32]

10
.The solution point is the o�set O = (o1, . . . , o10), where f = −140.O�set (C soure ode)stati double o�set_6[30℄ ={ -1.6823000e+001, 1.4976900e+001, 6.1690000e+000, 9.5566000e+000, 1.9541700e+001, -1.7190000e+001,-1.8824800e+001, 8.5110000e-001, -1.5116200e+001, 1.0793400e+001};9.3.4 Cellular phoneThis problem arises in a real appliation, on whih I have worked in the teleommuniations domain. However,here, all onstraints has been removed, exept of ourse the ones given by the searh spae itself. We havea square �at domain [0, 100]2, in whih we want to put M stations. Eah station mk has two oordinates

(mk,1, mk,2). These are the 2M variables of the problem. We onsider eah �integer� point of the domain, i.e.
(i, j) , i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 100} , j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 100}. On eah integer point, the �eld indued by the station mk is givenby

fi,j,mk)=
1

(i − mk,1)
2

+ (j − mk,2)
2

+ 1and we want to have at least one �eld that is not too weak. Finally, the funtion to minimise is
f =

1
∑100

i=1

∑100
j=1 maxk (fi,j,mk

)In this paper, we set M = 10 . Therefore the dimension of the problem is 20. The objetive value is0.005530517. This is not the true minimum, but enough from an engineering point of view. Of ourse, inreality we do not know the objetive value. We just run the algorithm several times for a given number of�tness evaluations, and keep the best solution. From the �gure 5 we an see a solution found by SPSO 07 after20000 �tness evaluations. Atually, for this simpli�ed problem, more e�ient methods do exist (Delaunay'stessellation, for example), but those an not be used as soon as we introdue a third dimension and moreonstraints, so that the �eld is not spherial any more.14



9 APPENDIX 9.4 A possible simpli�ation

Fig. 5: Cellular phone problem. A possible (approximate) solution for 10 stations, found by SPSO 07 after20000 �tness evaluations9.4 A possible simpli�ationWe may wonder whether the two initialisation methods used in 5.2are really useful or not. Let us try just thebi-strategy option, by keeping the initialisations of SPSO 07. Results are in the table 10. When we omparethe results with those given in the table 6, we an see that for the three funtions, the results are not as good.However, they are not bad at all. So, for simpliity, it may be perfetly aeptable to use just PSO R3.Tab. 10: Results with just the bi-strategy option (PSO R3)Suess rate Mean bestCEC 2005 Sphere %CEC 2005 Rosenbrok %Tripod 60.6% 0.35569.5 When the mean best may be meaninglessOn the Rosenbrok funtion, we have quikly seen that the mean best depends heavily on the number of runs(see table 3), and therefore is not an aeptable performane riterion. Here is a more detailed explanationof this phenomenon. First we show experimentally that the distribution of the errors for this funtion isnot Gaussian, and, more preisely, that the probability of a very bad run (i.e. a very high �tness value) isnot negligible. Then, and more generally, assuming that for a given problem this property is true, a simpleprobabilisti analysis explains why the suess rate is a more reliable riterion.9.5.1 Distribution of the errors for RosenbrokWe run the algorithm 5000 times, with 5000 �tness evaluations for eah run, i.e. just enough to have a nonzero suess rate. Eah time, we save the best value found. We an then estimate the shape of the distribution15



9.5 When the mean best may be meaningless 9 APPENDIXof these 5000 values, seen as ourrenes of a random variable. Contrary to what is sometimes said, thisdistribution is far from normal (Gaussian) one. Indeed, the main peak is very aute, and there are some veryhigh values. Even if these are rare, it implies that the mean value is not really representative of the performaneof the algorithm. It would be better to onsider the value on whih the highest peak (the mode) lies. ForSPSO 07, it is about 7 (the right value is 0), and the mean is 25101.4 (there are a few very bad runs). As wean see from �gure 6, we have a quite nie model by using the union of a power law (on the left of the mainpeak), and a Cauhy law (on the right).
frequency = α mk

classk+1 if class ≤ m
= 1

π
γ

(class−m)2+γ2 elsewith γ = 1.294, m = 7, and k = 6.5. Note that a seond power law for the right part of the urve (insteadof the Cauhy one) would not be suitable: although it ould be better for lass values smaller than say 15, itwould �forget� the important fat that the probability of high values is far from zero. Atually, even the Cauhymodel is overly optimisti, as we an see from the magni�ed version (lasses 40-70) of the �gure 6, but at leastthe probability is not virtually equal to zero, as with the power law model.For PSO R3 P2 V1, the mode is about 6, i. e. just slightly better. However, the mean is only 3962.1. Itshows that this version is a bit more robust (very bad runs do not exist). For both algorithms, the small peak(around 10, as the right value is 4) orresponds to a loal optimum . The small �valley� (around 3) is also dueto the loal optimum: sometimes (but very rarely) the swarm is quikly trapped into it. It shows that as soonas there are loal optima the distribution has neessarily some peaks, at least for a small number of �tnessevaluations.9.5.2 Mean best vs suess rate as riterionA run is said to be suessful if the �nal value is smaller than a �small� ε , and bad if the �nal value is greaterthan a �big� M . For one run, let pM be the probability of that run being bad. Then, the probability, over Nruns, that at least one of the runs is bad is
pM,N = 1 − (1 − pM )

NThis probability inreases quikly with the number of runs. Now, let fi be the �nal value of the run i. Theestimate of the mean best value is usually given by
µN =

∑N
i=1 fi

NLet us say the suess rate is ς . It means we have ςN suessful runs. Let us onsider another sequeneof N runs, exatly the same, exept that k runs are �replaed� by bad ones. Let m be the maximum of theorresponding fi in the �rst sequene of N runs. The probability of this event is
pM,N,1 = pk

M (1 − pM )N−kFor the new suess rate ς ′ , we have
ς ≥ ς ′ ≥ ς − k

NFor the new estimate µ′

N of the mean best, we have
µ′

N > µN + k
M − m

NWe immediately see that there is a problem when a big value M is possible with a non negligible probability:when the number of runs N inreases the suess rate may slightly derease, but then the mean dramatiallyinreases. Let us suppose that, for a given problem and a given algorithm, the distribution of the errors followsa Cauhy law. Then we have 16



9 APPENDIX 9.5 When the mean best may be meaningless

(a) Global shape

(b) Zoom" on lasses 40 to 70Fig. 6: Rosenbrok. Distribution of the best value over 5000 runs. On the �zoom�, we an see that the Cauhymodel, although optimisti, gives a better idea of the distribution than the power law model for lass valuesgreater than 40 17
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